BUILDING BLOCKS FOR RETIREMENT
Retirement Planning Essentials

Pump Up The Savings
Concerned about your financial fitness? Worried that you’ve been neglecting your retirement
plan? Saving more can help you get things into tip-top shape. If you haven’t increased the
amount you contribute to your plan in a while (or ever), here’s why it’s a good idea to consider
giving your savings a boost.
Compounding Work Out
The earlier you increase how much you’re saving for retirement, the more time your money can
benefit from the power of compounding. Compounding begins when your retirement savings
generate investment earnings. Those earnings are added to your plan balance and reinvested.
Then you have the potential to earn a return on your contributions and your earnings. The longer
this process has to repeat itself, the larger your account balance may be at retirement.
Built-in Benefits
A built-in benefit of your employer’s retirement plan is tax-deferred
compounding. When your plan investment earnings are reinvested,
no income taxes are taken out. So all of your money remains
invested in your plan and potentially benefits from compounding.
Over your career, tax-deferred compounding can have a
significant impact on the amount of money you’re able to
accumulate in your plan account. You’re not taxed on investment earnings until you withdraw
money from the plan.*
More Reps, More Results
Increasing the amount you’re contributing to your plan may help boost the benefit you get from
tax-deferred compounding. And the sooner you start saving more, the greater the potential
impact.
Stick to Your Schedule
Saving consistently is a key to achieving financial fitness. Try not to take any breaks. Sticking with
your contributions and increasing your contribution amount when possible can help you reach
your retirement goals.
* Distributions of tax-deferred amounts are subject to income taxes unless they consist of qualified
distributions from a designated Roth account.
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Let’s Get Saving!
Assume you begin saving $100 a month in your plan account at age 25 and later decide to
increase the amount you save to $200 a month. The earlier you increase your contribution, the
bigger the potential impact.
Account Balance at Age 65
Age Savings Increased by $100 a Month

$442,583

$384,475

$343,487

$314,575

30

35

40

45

This is a hypothetical example used for illustrative purposes only and does not represent any
specific investment vehicle. It assumes a starting monthly contribution of $100 at age 25 that is
increased to a $200 monthly contribution (at either age 30, 35, 40, or 45) and an average annual
return of 7% monthly compounding. Your investment results will be different.
Source: DST
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